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About
RANCON Infrastructures and Engineering Ltd. (RIEL) has
started its journey in 2017 as a business unit of RANCON
Holdings Limited, one of the largest and fastest growing
diversified industrial conglomerates of Bangladesh.

RIEL at a glance
RANCON Infrastructures and Engineering Ltd. (RIEL) has
started its journey in 2017 as a business unit of RANCON
Holdings Limited, one of the largest and fastest growing
diversified industrial conglomerates of Bangladesh. RIEL

Vision

has established itself as one of the leading manufacturer of
product mix including electricity development materials,

A leading company capable of identifying and bringing

electricity distribution line hardware materials, fitting items,

extraordinary and sustainable technological and design

steel cross arms, substation cross arms poles, pipes,

solutions to completion.

different iron and cast iron accessories. It is also focusing
on Turnkey solution of Sub-Station and renewable energy

Mission

providing EPC solution of roof top solar system to mega

To complete extraordinary projects by continuously pushing

pump As part of its electricity development wing RIEL is

beyond

the

competencies

scale solar power plant solar street-light and solar irrigation

frontiers
of

of

our

innovation,
people

and

leveraging
the

the

solidity,

multiculturalism and integrity of a distinctive organizational
model. To face and overcome the challenges posed by the
evolution of scenarios and their interconnections, seizing
the opportunities to continue to create economic and social
value for our stakeholders.

committed to have major contribution to ensure that
electricity reaches every corner of the country. Therefore,
it has equipped itself with modern, state of art fabrication
and galvanizing facility as well as skilled and experienced
manpower capable of taking on even the largest of supply
demand of the electrical distribution line hardware both for
the government and private organization and technically
difficult projects in the energy sectors.

A long tradition in innovation driven mostly by frontier operations, a strong propensity to change, continuous
technological development, and the ability to implement new instruments and operating methods are an intrinsic part of
RIEL’s DNA.
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RIEL has a number of distinctive advantages:
long-term client relationships, exposure to captive
markets and expertise in delivering large-scale,
complex projects.
-Zunayed Sharif, CEO

Values
Passion to excel

Keep learning

Think out-of-the box

Have fun, be healthy

Have mutual respect

Leadership

Manifesto

Engineering the
extraordinary

Extraordinary is
Our everyday

There are many companies which can develop

With

standard projects, where the work is simple and

co-operative and consistently innovative approach,

predictable. But RIEL operates in context of

RIEL

breath-taking complexity, in areas which are

intellectual and operational flexibility, and succeeds

technically and logistically challenging. There is

where others can’t.

nothing obvious in our business.

Discreetly spectacular, creatively ingenious.

proven
builds

capabilities
long-term

and

a

relationships,

hands-on,
maintains

RIEL makes great things happen.
We help our customers by bringing together world-class capabilities and delivering them locally. We promote commercial
arrangements that are aligned with our customers’ goals. By sharing their objectives we can deliver even greater value.
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FABRICATION & GALVANIZING
Metal fabrication is a value-added process that involves construction & fabrication of structures from various raw materials
by judiciously using different advanced production machinery. RIEL Fabrication shop focuses on the engineering drawings
prepared by the in-house expert team and builds the products precisely aligning with the drawings, keeping in view of the
customer satisfaction.

OUR PRODUCTS:
- Distribution Line Hardware
- Steel Cross-Arms
- Jointer
- Sub-Station Steel Cross Arm

Galvanizing
It is the outcome of series of processes in which a zinc film

Materials

is deposited at the last stage on a finished surface to

High quality M.S. channel hot deep galvanized.

enable the product to sustain a long period without any
deterioration in its structure and surface (generally 10 to
30 years).

Steel Cross Arms
1. 100x50x50x6 mm U-Channel conforming to yield
strength 50,000 PSI (340Mpa)

Two common corrosion protection processes are:
1. Hot metal bath: About 250 years old but still a
popular method in which the items are immersed in

2. Tensile strength 65,000 PSI (450Mpa)

Bibliography of reference standard RIEL

molten zinc to deposit a 50 to 150-micron thick film.

ASTM A58 standard for high strength low allay
structural steel.

2. Electro deposition: A more recent method in which a

NEMA pub No PH6: EFI-NEMA standard for metal
cross arms.

5 to 30-micron thick film at zinc is deposited
electrochemically.
RIEL is at present doing hot deep galvanizing on
processed steel surfaces.

Testing Fabrication
1. Test of mechanical properties
2. Test of galvanizing coating thickness

BS-729: Standard specialization for zinc coating (Hot
dip) on hardware.
ASTM B-6: Standard specialization for zinc.
ASTM A90: Thickness uniformly zinc (Hot dip)
galvanized coating on steel articles.
ASTM A370: Mechanical testing of steel products.

Features

Multiple bolt holes for variety of conductor attachment
paints permit assembly of jumper pins and arrestor
equipment mounting brackets etc.
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ENGINEERING
PROCUREMENT &
ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT
& CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
Turnkey solution of
transmission & distribution
line including river crossing
tower

Renewable energy power
plants

Roof top solar system
(Grid-Tie, Off-Grid)

Turnkey solution of all types
of sub- station

RANCON Infrastructures & Engineering Limited is
one of the leading engineering, procurement &
construction firms of Bangladesh involved in design
and installation of numerous types and sizes of
Turnkey

Solution.

RANCON

Infrastructures

&

Engineering Limited is involved in developing
infrastructure of industries covering almost all
sectors of industries both new and old. The EPC
team operates in two ways: turnkey contracts for
civil and electro-mechanical works and fabrication of
canopies to improve sound attenuation systems.

engineering,

procurement

To support customers ensuring world-class operational
and safety standards.
Always focusing on customer satisfaction and
enhancing customer comfort level.
Respecting the environment and sensitivity to the
communities in which we work.
Promoting and rewarding on the basis of merit.

Target:
Excellent execution capability

The turnkey contract segment represents the
Company's

Vision & Mission:

and

Customer focus

construction, which include erection and installation

Rigorous risk identification and mitigation

, power plants and Pipe rehabilitation, etc. Different

Managing resource challenges through relentless focus
and through relationships with suppliers and
subcontractors

types of canopies are manufactured by RIEL to cater
the need of different customers. Through its
subsidiaries and associates, the EPC Dept. also
manufactures

louvers,

fuel

tanks,

day

tanks,

expansion tanks and other major components used
in different industries.

Expanding service capability to take advantage of
market opportunities and leverage customer
relationships
Maintain time frame for project implementation.

Our experienced management team including the Directors and most of the Executive Officers are well-experienced and
have at least 10 years of relevant industry working experience thus form a strong team, leading the company with
progressive growth over the last decade.
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SWITCHGEAR, CONTROL SYSTEM &
SUB-STATION TURNKEY PROJECTS
RIEL is active in the Bangladesh market for switchgear and generator control system integrations. It is our ambition
to maintain the leading role and expand our position as one of the most trusted suppliers within our fields of
operation. This goal will be reached by ensuring that RIEL continues to offer real competitive advantages to our
customers by supplying superior product quality, the best and most flexible features and competitive price
ensuring minimum of downtime.

RIEL design, manufacture and install all equipment.
Each control panel or switchgear panel is
manufactured to a customer’s individual
requirements.

Our Product
Distribution Transformer

PH plants

Bus-bar Trunking System (BBT)

LT Distribution and Utility Panel

Master Control Panel (MCP)

HT Panel for 11 KV Systems

Motor Control Centre (MCC)

Neutral Grounding Resistance (NGR)

Automatic Transfer Switch Space (ATS)

Turnkey Sub Station Project

SCADA System

Generator Control Panel ( GCP)

24X7 Product Support & Service (PSS):
Generator controller-DEIF / Others.
Battery charger-DEIF / Others.
Different Size of Touch screen (I-IMI)-DEIF / Schneider/ GE / Wecon.
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) —GE / WAGO & others.
Different types of protection control Relay-Omron / Schneider / WAGO.
Switchgear & control items like VCB, ACB, MCCB, MCB, MC-Schneider / ABBIGE.
SCADA System.
Synchronization among different brand of generators.
Troubleshooting of all kinds of panels.
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Generator Control Systems

Master Control Systems

Our state-of-the-art generator control system is based on

On top of the generator control system, we include

the accumulated experience through our continuous R&D,

the master control system. Its function is to monitor

by implementation of microprocessor (PLC) based for the

and lead the power plant operation, which include

reliable generator control system. These control systems

power management, load monitoring, auto load

can be either independent or networking. The latest

demand, auto or manual generator start, stop

systems

of

command, auto or manual synchronizing of the

user-friendly options to select either isochronous or droop

incoming generator set, load and unload command,

or operation in island mode, alternatively customers can

load add and load shedding, data collection and

also select isochrones, droop or isochronous / droop load

processing,

sharing mode. All our generator control systems are

Supervision Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)

equipped with fully automatic and manual operation, to let

system.

we

provide

also

incorporate

varieties

sending

data

and

information

to

customers select the operation the way they feel
comfortable.

Motor Control Centers (MCC)

HV and LV Switchgear

RIEL motor control centre is free-standing and has a

Our manufactured HV and LV Switchgears are

modular design conforming to international standards and

usually customized suiting customer's requirements,

norms. It is subdivided into three compartments- the

ensuring our quality procedures. This is to ensure

Bus-bar compartment, Equipment compartment and Cable

product reliability and cost effectiveness. All our

compartment. Bus-bar compartment where the main

switchgear products are designed in such a way that

horizontal and vertical Bus bar are located. Equipment

it is safe and is operable with minimum maintenance

compartment house has all the electrical components and

costs. To be exact, all components used for the

cable compartment house has all the terminals for cable

switchgear are from reliable recognized multination-

connection. The motor control centre design can be of a

al sources.

draw- out or fixed versions for indoor application. Various
types of starter can be housed in the motor control centre
are: Direct on Line starter, Forward Reverse starter,
Star/Delta starter, Auto transformer starter, Soft Start Unit
and Variable Frequency Drive. All the operating handle or
control device are mounted on the front panel cover.

Substation Turnkey Projects

RIEL Technical team is dedicated to deliver substation turnkey projects, keeping technical solution and
customer satisfaction as top priority.

Bus Bar Trunking (BBT)
To update the quality as well as meet the compliance issues as part of the Green concept, RIEL started supporting
customers with design and installation of reliable BBT systems. We are meeting new market requirements both
technically and economically by ensuring all safety measures. RIEL developed a highly efficient sales and service team
to support customers for completing BBT projects successfully. We provide European manufactured BBT system at
market competitive price.
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RIEL Customer Service
RANCON Infrastructures & Engineering Limited supports customers by supplying
genuine spare parts and components from world class manufacturers to ensure a
minimum downtime of its supplied products. We maintain storage quality as per
manufacturer's prescription to ensure product performance. We maintain a
sizeable spare parts volume so that our customer demands (both for normal and
for emergency requirements) are well taken care of in time apart from our in-house
consumption.
Service and maintenance:
RIEL maintain separate teams of skilled engineers and
technicians who are dedicated for specific jobs, relentlessly
keeping in view of customer urgency and ensure minimum
downtime. They are equipped with all necessary modern
transport, tools and monitoring systems to help accelerate their
service activities.
RIEL 24/7 basis service on call basis:
On call method allows customers to call RIEL's after-market
Care (AMC) teams to provide services and maintenance
whenever it is required and are duly charged for that particular
job on completion. RIEL is capable of providing services on
24/7 basis Expert engineers and technicians are just a call
away from our valued customers to respond to their complaints
and act accordingly.

The other is the Contracted Services, where customers have to
sign a formal agreement with RIEL for a certain period of time
with specific terms and conditions of service and maintenance.
Service and Maintenance contracts may include Schedule
maintenance, unscheduled maintenance, engine health check
and trouble shooting. During the contracted period, RIEL
personnel will visit customers' facilities as per the agreed terms
and conditions to provide service and maintenance. It is again
divided into two categories:
(a) LTSA (Long Term Service agreement):
Under LTSA, customers are contracted for long term services
which may cover spare parts also. It ensures customers an
extra comfort level in terms of keeping the spare parts price
fixed and valid for several years.
(b) STSA (Short Term Service agreement):
STSA facilitates customers with provisions to take the benefits
of taking discounted price on services and spare parts for a
reasonable short period of time
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Our Strengths

Warehouse Facilities:
Our warehouse facilities are environment friendly
and equipped with the latest tools and gadgets
which are used to support customer needs in the
shortest period of time.
Commitment to Higher Standards of Quality:
Our reputation has been built up with reliability
through uncompromising high standards of
quality at all stages of design, procurement,
manufacturing and testing procedure.
Strategic Partnerships with Our Customers:
We focus on several niche markets to partner
with our customers and cater the end users'
needs thus successfully create an excellent
trust-based relationship with our customers
resulting in repeat orders. By doing so, our sale
efforts are intensified.
Strategic Partnering with Our Suppliers:
Our selected suppliers who have their operations
in Europe, America and Asia, are one of the
leading suppliers globally providing us with high
tech reliable components, indirectly supporting
our system design and development and help to
provide with after sale services.

We understand the complexities of coordinating
and communicating every phase of these
projects with all project players, as well as with
local and national authorities to ensure positive
outcomes every step of the way.
As one of the nation’s largest and established
speciality electrical contractors, we offer the
ability to mobilize experienced teams and one of
the largest fleets of specialized T&D equipment
anywhere throughout the nation.
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Product Catalogue

Line
Hardware
Items
Machine Bolt

Oval Eye Bolt

Carriage Bolt

Double Arming Bolt

Washer Square

Washer Round

Single Upset Bolt

Suspended Clevis Clamp

Oval Eye Nut

Guy Attachment

Square Curved Washer

Shackle Anchor

Grounding Plate

Ground Rod Clamp

Grounding Rod

Secondary Clevis Bracket

Suspended Clevis Clamp

Dead End Loop Clamp

Anchor Rod

Arrester & Cutout Bracket

Insulator Pin

Dead End Clamp

Arrester & Cutout Bracket
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Product Catalogue

Hook Type Guy Attachment

Swinging Clevis Bracket

Thimble Eye Bolt

Transformer Cluster Mount

V X - Arm Brace

X - Arm Pin

X - Arm Pin (Pole Top)

X - Arm Brace

X - Arm Brace

X - Arm Brace

Cross Arm
Items
Sub-Station X- Arm with jointer

Steel X - Arm

Switchgears
&
Sub Station
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Local Clients:
Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board (BREB).
Local Potential Clients:
Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB)
Power Grid Company Bangladesh (PGCB)
Dhaka Electric Supply Company (DESCO)
Dhaka Power Distribution Company Limited (DPDC)
International Potential Clients:
Mahindra Susten Pvt. Ltd (India)

CONTACT INFO
Address

Contact

215, Bir Uttam Mir Shawkat Sarak

+88 02 88 333 23

Tejgaon I/A, Dhaka - 1208
Online
riel@rancon.com.bd
www.riel.com.bd

